The health of security

41% of healthcare companies say they have knowingly sacrificed security for expediency or business performance.¹

>41M patient records were breached in 2019—nearly 3x that of 2018.⁴

300,000 unique online threats detected attempting to take advantage of the Coronavirus crisis from January through March.²

21% of healthcare employees write down their usernames and passwords near their computers.³

33% jump in average ransomware demand paid (to nearly $112,000) between the last quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020.⁵

132 reported breaches between February and May, 50% more than during the same time last year.⁶

There’s a smarter—and more secure—way forward.

The threat landscape within healthcare is rapidly evolving. Cybercriminals are getting more sophisticated every day, and increasing virtual healthcare is expanding the surface for potential attack. To effectively address today’s unique challenges, you need to be more resilient and strategic about cybersecurity. In partnership with the built for business Intel vPro® platform, Lenovo has created the Smarter Way Forward campaign to provide insights and resources for secure care delivery.

Learn more at www.lenovo.com/healthcare
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